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GAME OVERVIEW: JOKER KING™

Game Description 
(for Players)

Welcome to the sparkling world of the huge wins in Joker King™, the 
25-payline videoslot where, each time a Wild hits, the Joker selects 
a random symbol and transforms it into Wild. The other trick up the 
Joker’s sleeve is the Scatter symbol, which comes with a multiplier of 
up to 25x. Let the show go on in the Free Spins mode and play up to 
20 Free Spins with multipliers, and the Wild Symbols feature active.
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Theme:   
Joker, King

Player Demographic:  
All

Player Skill Level:  
All

Reels:  
6
 
Symbols:  
8

Paylines:  
25

Progressive:  
No

Wild Symbol:  
Yes

Paid Scatter:  
No

Free Spins feature:  
No

Game ID:  
vs25jokerking

Default RTP:  
96.50%
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Free Games Feature:  

3 or more SCATTER symbols trigger the Free Games 
Feature. 

During Free Games the above Wild transformation 
feature is available. 

Credits bet same as the trigger game. 

3 or more SCATTER symbols retrigger free game 
session. 3, 4, 5 and 6  SCATTER symbols trigger  8,10,15 
and 20 free spins respectively. 

There is no limit of possible fs retriggers 

Scatters: 

There are no scatters on the reels. Scatters are shown 
according to probabilities 

Each scatter have multiplier ,  spin win is multiplied by 
sum of all scatter multipliers 

Wilds: 

There are no wilds on the reels.  
Wilds are shown according  
to probabilities 

For each wild, game process wild transformation 
feature 

Full Wild pays 500x bet (no line win) 
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Wild transformation feature: 

When a WILD lands on screen, it will choose a random 
symbol on screen and transform all of these chosen 
symbols on screen to WILD.  

Multiple WILD’s will change multiple symbols. 

Full Wild pays 500x bet (no line win) 

 
Big Win Table: 

Once during FG Big Win Table can be triggered. 

Condition for triggering is FS on which one wild and no 
scatter on the screen, and there was not this condition 
during the free spins session 

Probability for triggerring the feature is 1/3200 

Feature add 5 more Wilds + 4 scatters (all 25 
multipliers). 

Max win: capped at 5,000x 
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Contact us for more info: sales@pragmaticplay.com

THANK YOU!


